Abstract-Personal name ambiguity in the web arises when more than one person shares the same name. Personal name disambiguation involves disambiguating the name by clustering web page collection such that each cluster represents a person having the ambiguous name. In this paper, a personal name disambiguation technique that makes use of rich set of features like Nouns, Noun phrases, and frequent keywords as features is proposed. The proposed method consists of two phases namely clustering seed pages and then clustering the actual web page collection. In the first phase, seed pages representing different namesakes are clustered and in the second phase, web pages in the collection are clustered with the similar seed page clusters. The usage of seed pages increases the accuracy of clustering process. Since it is difficult to predict the number of clusters need to be formed beforehand, the proposed technique uses Elbow method to calculate the number of clusters. The efficiency of the proposed name disambiguation technique is tested using both synthetic and organic datasets. Experimental result shows the proposed method achieves robust results across different datasets and outperforms many existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Name queries are quite common in web. Approximately 11-14 % of queries to search engine are personal name queries and one in fourth of the personal name queries involves a celebrity name [1] .Name disambiguation is of two types, one involves same persons having multiple names (alias names) [2] and another is different persons sharing the same name. If the query contains just name of the person then obviously it is difficult for a search engine to uniquely identify a person. For a named query -Tom Mitchell‖ to Google search engine, there are 37 different Tom Mitchell's out of top 100 web page results [3] . Current search engine retrieves all the web pages containing that name, thereby putting the onus of sieving through the web page collection on the user. While a narrow query like -Stephen roberts Professor University of Oxford‖ gives low recall since not all the web pages of Stephen roberts will have all these words, a query -Stephen roberts‖ will lead to low precision because of retrieving all the Stephen roberts records. Thus striking a balance between a precision and recall is the ultimate aim for any Information retrieval system. Named entities in the web are highly ambiguous. A query containing an ambiguous name will return web pages that belongs to all of the persons sharing that name. One possible way to resolve ambiguity is to cluster web pages of different namesakes [4] . There are several people search engines like -people.yahoo.com‖, -spokeo.com‖, -peoplesmart.com‖ with limited capability to locate a person in the web. Web people search is closely related to name disambiguation, as the former is general task of finding a person uniquely from a large number of people sharing the same name in the web and the latter refers to discriminating people using same name. There are many methods proposed for web people search in the web [5] [6] . Name ambiguity is also prevalent in bibliographic databases like DBLP, CiteSeer, PubMed and Medline. For example, author Christopher M. Bishop may appear in multiple publications with different abbreviation forms like C.Bishop, Christopher Bishop, Christopher Michael Bishop or even in a misspelled form like Christophor bishop. For example, the author -David S. Johnson‖ may appear in multiple publications under different name abbreviations such as -David Johnson‖, -D. Johnson‖, or -D. S. Johnson‖, or a misspelled name such as -Davad Johnson‖. A search of author name Wang in the DBLP bibliographic database throws a match of 333 authors having it as a part of their name. This shows the prevalence of author name ambiguity in bibliographic database. Name disambiguation problem is also familiar in biomedical texts where genes and proteins often share the same name [7] .
If people sharing the same name have different affiliations, then disambiguation process is slightly easier. There may be persons sharing both name and affiliations. In such cases, the disambiguation process is complex [8] . This means that if the interested person presence in the web is low(his web page rank is low and other persons sharing his name have relatively high presence) it may be possible that this person's web pages may not figure in to the top results and makes it difficult to make it in the search results. One possible solution for this problem is clustering the web pages before ranking process. Since each cluster represents an individual sharing the name, during ranking process, giving due weightage to each cluster will boost other people's web pages which are normally ranked low. Thus results returned after the clustering process will compose of a harmonic mixture of web pages of different persons irrespective of their page rank. User can then select interested person from it, thus reduces the burden of users.
Closely related fields of personal name disambiguation includes Multi document personal name resolution [9] , cross document co-reference resolution, Word sense disambiguation, word sense discrimination entity resolution and Word sense disambiguation etc. All these problems are clearly distinct from name disambiguation problem even though they share some similarity. In coreference resolution, the task is to extract co-reference chain for a personal name, which is quite different from personal name disambiguation task where the task is to cluster documents of a same person together. Entity resolution refers to resolving the references to object of real-world entities. Word sense disambiguation refers to selecting the appropriate sense of the word in a given context. For example the word bank refers to river bank as well as financial bank if it is used as noun and if it is used as verb is also means depending on. Word sense disambiguation can rely on dictionaries containing different senses a word whereas Name disambiguation is difficult to solve by creating or maintaining such a dictionary. To resolve ambiguous words, approaches like using dictionaries, ontologies containing list of words and their senses are used. Name disambiguation is distinct from these problems as it is not possible to find list of persons sharing the same name beforehand. Alias name extraction is another closely related problem to name disambiguation, where the task is to extract all the surnames that refers to a name has to be extracted [10] .
The Web People Search (WePS) Evaluation is a evaluation campaign focused on name disambiguation problem particularly in the web [ Solving the name ambiguity has a wide spectrum of applications ranging from information retrieval to question and answering. Name disambiguation helps in removing ambiguity of names thereby increasing accuracy of a number of systems. In question and answering system, [12] disambiguating a named entity contained in the query will increase accuracy of answers. Similarity in many social network extraction system [13] , name disambiguation is the first step. During ontology integration, a personal name may appear in one or more ontologies. Disambiguating personal names before ontology integration is helpful in constructing an informative ontology.
Name disambiguation can be solved either by using local methods or by using global methods [4] . The local method includes using word level features like words [14] , bi-grams, sentence level features [15] , extracting biographic information [16] , named entities [17] etc. Global methods includes using external corpora like using Wikipedia for name disambiguation [19] [19] .Disambiguation can also be done by two ways. One is disambiguation routine in the server side and another is disambiguation at the middleware. Name disambiguation in the web involves clustering web pages such that each cluster belongs to one of the group of person sharing that ambiguous name [15] [20] . It is a hard clustering problem, meaning that each document that needed to be clustered should strictly be in a maximum of one cluster. It should also be noted that, there may be some web pages that belongs to more than one clusters and thus soft clustering is needed. Over the years, name disambiguation is done using keywords, phrases, sentence level features, extracting biographic information etc. Most of the current system uses either biographic information extracted from web pages [16] or use of external knowledge base like Wikipedia [21] [18], web directories [22] .
Related Work
Most of the method for personal name disambiguation includes extracting vector space model based features [23] proposed an ontology based name disambiguation process. They first constructed personal ontology for every ambiguous name, temporary instances were created from the features extracted from the web. Comparing similarity between these instances with instances from the constructed ontology solves the ambiguity of the personal name. Masaki Ikeda et al, [24] proposed a two stage clustering method using features like named entities, compound keywords, and URLs for disambiguating personal names in the web. They first used Hierarchical agglomerative clustering to cluster similar web documents, extracted compound keywords from the clustered results and finally performed soft clustering. Rabia Nuray et al, [25] proposed a new people search technique by issuing auxiliary queries to the web. Based on the co-occurrence statistics gathered using web and a new skyline based classifier is then used to decide whether to merge a document or not. Bekkerman et al, [8] proposed two unsupervised frameworks for disambiguating peoples name in social network. First is based on link structure of web pages and the other uses Agglomerative/Conglomerative Double Clustering. Their method requires social network (friends circle) of an individual whose name has to be disambiguated. Han, Xianpei [26] professional names for personal name disambiguation. They first extracted professional information for each ambiguous personal names and then a trained classifier for each profession is used to classify ambiguous names into their respective professional categories. The method is suited well for well-known persons whose professional categories are available, which is not always the case. Zhengzhong Liu et al, [4] used standard vector space model to represent document for clustering. They extracted seven tokens namely Web page tiltle, url of webpage, web page meta data, snippet, words within a window containing query name and sentence containing the query name and bag-of-words. They then used Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) to cluster same topic documents of each person. Chong Long et al, [21] used Wikipedia concepts, bag-ofwords and named entities as features and two feature weighing models namely feature relevance to the ambiguous person and feature relevance to the text content. Razvan Bunescu et al, [19] used knowledge from Wikipedia and with trained SVM kernel disambiguated entity names. However the problem with Wikipedia is that all the real world people does not have a page in Wikipedia.
Sugiyama, Kazunari et al [27] , used semi supervised clustering for disambiguating peoples name in the web. They used Wikipedia page or top ranked web page in the web search results as seed pages and performed agglomerative clustering which outperformed conventional agglomerative clustering. It is also observed that usage of sentences in the web pages containing ambiguous personal name for clustering improves significant clustering results. Ergin Elmacioglu et al, [28] used a number of features like tokens, named entities, hostnames and domains, page URL's for name disambiguation process. Using Hierarchical agglomerative clustering with these features they disambiguated personal names across web pages. Duo Zhang, [29] proposed a constraint-based probabilistic name disambiguation model using semi supervised learning. They have defined six types of constraints and using constraint functions they disambiguated author names in bibliographic databases. The use of large number of constraints is difficult given the diverse and sheer scale of the web. Guha [30] , proposed a ranking algorithm where the user selected page is used to re-rank the search results. Einat Minkov et al, [31] used lazy graph walk method that exploits the link between emails to disambiguate names in emails. Quang Minh Vu et al, [22] used web directories as external knowledgebase for name disambiguation process. Their method first finds common contexts first and then using this it finds the document similarity. Lee Ingyu [32] used linear algebraic approaches Singular valued decomposition and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for solving name disambiguation problem. Lu, Yiming [33] , used web connection for disambiguating personal name. They used distinctive information of ambiguous persons as query to search engine, and resultant web pages are then used to construct web connection. Gideon Mann [16] , method of unsupervised personal name disambiguation involves extracting biographic information like birthday, year, occupation etc by bootstrapping process. They used both words and nouns from the web pages individually, and used standard cosine measure for finding similarity between feature vectors.
Motivation and Justification
Despite a number of methods proposed for name disambiguation in the web, the problem still persists because of addition of new names as the time go by and the highly unstructured nature of the web content. The search engines efficiency can be improved if results of personal names are clustered according to the corresponding sense rather than presenting as flat [19] .Motivated by this, a novel method for web based name disambiguation is proposed in this paper.
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering algorithm provides better results for name disambiguation process [34] [4] [24] . The use of Semi supervised learning suits well for solving name disambiguation process in the web [27] [29] . The use of nouns alone clusters well the web pages according to the namesakes to which it represents [16] . It is quite uncommon that a single web page containing ambiguous names that refers to more than one person sharing that name [34] [35] . Most of the previous works in name disambiguation views it as a hard clustering problem and involves unsupervised clustering [8] In the second phase, the actual web page collection is subjected to preprocessing, feature extraction, and stop word removal. It then is subjected again to bottom up hierarchical agglomerative clustering along with the clusters formed already with the seed pages using the same Group average agglomerative clustering. The disambiguation accuracy increases since the second phase makes use of clusters generated at the first phase. The method uses well known Elbow method to find the optimum number of clusters needed to be formed. Finally each cluster so formed is considered representing a namesake. Fig 1.0 shows the process involved in the proposed name disambiguation system. The process involves two phases namely clustering the seed page and the actual name disambiguation process. A set of seed pages that contains seed pages for each namesakes in the web page cluster are input manually. The feature are extracted from the seed pages and are clustered using bottom up hierarchical agglomerative clustering. The features considered includes nouns (place names, location names, organizational name etc), noun phrases and frequent keywords.
Outline of the Proposed work

Preprocessing
First, junk pages are removed i.e pages containing ambiguous names, but that does not refer to real persons, instead referring to either place names or building names etc. (Example Ford, Bloomberg, and, Disney etc). This is followed by removal of Web pages of namesakes that are not considered for disambiguation. For example, there may be ‗n' number of namesakes sharing the ambiguous names but for experimental purpose a subset of these ‗n' number are considered. This is because it is often impossible to known how many namesakes share a personal name in the web. Thus removing other web pages will reduce misplacing the web pages in other namesake categories.
Feature Extraction
There are many methods like TF-IDF (term frequency and inverse document frequency), biographic features etc to extract features. Features can be extracted within a window size say within few words or in the same sentence or in the same paragraph or in the whole document in which the ambiguous person name occurs. For this experiment, the entire web page containing the namesake is considered as window, even though there are methods of name disambiguation which considers few words or sentences are context window and extract features within that window. In this proposed method, Nouns, Noun phrases and frequent key words contained in the web pages are extracted and serves as feature vector of the web pages and are subsequently used for the clustering purpose.
Stop words that would not contribute to the clustering process are to be removed to improve accuracy of clustering. The presence of stop words overwhelms many other significant words since they frequently occur in the documents. Default stop words like -of‖, -is‖ etc are removed from the features list because they does not signify any information.
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering, [37] is widely used clustering in information retrieval tasks. Hierarchical clustering can be top down or bottom up. In bottom up Hierarchical clustering, initially each individual document is assigned to a cluster and then at each step most similar clusters are merged until desired number of clusters are obtained. In hierarchical agglomerative clustering, each document is initially considered as leaf clusters or single cluster and in each clustering iteration the most similar documents are clustered together to form larger cluster. The centroid vector of the cluster is altered after each iteration. In Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) there is no need to specify the number of clusters in the beforehand. This makes it more suitable for personal name disambiguation in the web pages.
Assign each instance to a separate cluster Until desired number of clusters Evaluate pairwise distance between clusters using distance matrix Look for clusters with shortest pair-wise distance Merge the shortest pair clusters and delete them in distance matrix
Evaluate the distance between the new cluster with all the other clusters and Update the distance matrix Four different types of similarity measures can be employed in agglomerative clustering algorithms namely single link, complete link, group average, and centroid similarity. The proposed method employs group average agglomerative clustering, which is the average distance between web pages in the first cluster and the second cluster.
Group average Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
The objective of the clustering process is to optimize the clustering purity (instances of same class should be placed in the same cluster). Its main idea is to enhance the performance of clustering process by with only a small set of training samples. Group average agglomerative clustering avoids the pitfalls of single link and complete link by averaging the similarities between two clusters.
It is obtained by
Where G and H are two clusters whose similarity distance has to be calculated, k and l are the number of web pages in the cluster G and H.
Semi-supervised Group average Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
Input: A set of web page collection W= {p1, p2…} and set of seed pages S= {s1, s2...} for each namesake in the collection and ‗n' the number of clusters (namesakes).
Output: Clusters c1, c2…cn//n is the number of namesakes the collection C represents.
Step 1. Set seed pages as initial clusters of their appropriate namesake it represents Step 2. For each web page in the collection W Calculate the similarity between the each web page in C and the cluster W.
If similarity is high then cluster C with the web page, and recomputed the centroid.
Step 3. Repeat the step 2 until each web page is assigned to a cluster and no more changes in the clusters are observed.
Elbow Method
It is one of the well-known method to determine the optimum number of clusters in the dataset. Its simplicity and ease to use makes it obvious choice for determining the number of clusters in data mining. End of For Find the elbow value by plotting between SSE and K As the number of clusters increases (K), the SSE decreases. The elbow value is the value of k, where the SSE value plummets abruptly.
III. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Performance Metrics
The most commonly used metrics to evaluate clustering algorithms are Purity, Inverse Purity and their harmonic mean (F measure) [38] . WePS systems' performances are evaluated using the standard clustering metrics Purity and Inverse Purity, and the Manual annotation as gold standard. The following metrics are used to measure the performance of the proposed name disambiguation method. Where C the set of clusters, L is the list of classes and n is the total number of documents clustered. Purity penalizes noise in the cluster.
Inverse purity index, [19] rewards grouping items together.
F-Score is the harmonic mean of purity and inverse purity.
2*P * urity InversePurity F Score Purity InversePurity  
These three measure can take value from 0 to 1, where 1 represents the optimal value.
Dataset
The proposed method is tested using both benchmark and synthetic dataset. Bekkerman and McCallum dataset [3] , is used as Benchmark dataset and is hereafter referred as dataset -I. The synthetic dataset constructed for the experiments containing web page collection for two ambiguous names -Henry smith‖ and -Jim Clark‖ is hereafter referred as dataset -II. The details of these dataset used in the experiments are tabulated in table 2  and table 3 .Both the datasets I and II uses gold standard method (manually annotated) for preparing the datasets.
Dataset -I
Bekkerman and McCallum dataset, has for each name 100 web page collection that belongs to ‗n' number of namesakes. The number of namesakes sharing the name is in table 1. Dataset -II Two ambiguous personal names -Henry smith‖ and -Jim Clark‖ are prevalent in the web and hence they are selected as synthetic datasets. For collecting the dataset, ambiguous personal names were given and web pages were collected from the web. Care is taken to ensure the collection consists of harmonic mixture of web pages of all the names sakes that shares the name. This can be achieved by query of the form -Name‖ AND -Object‖, where object is any closely associated word with the name. For each name sake, twenty relevant web pages are collected from the web and are used for the experiments. Table 2 shows list of people sharing the name -Henry smith‖ in the web and their respective affiliations. Table  4 shows the statistical information of dataset -II. 
Experiments
For each namesake, five web pages are used as seed pages for the clustering purpose. These web pages are first subjected to feature extraction which extracts nouns, noun phrases and frequent keywords and are then clustered using Group average hierarchical agglomerative clustering. Then features are extracted from the web pages in the actual collection. For this experiment, the entire web page containing the namesake is considered as window, even though there are name disambiguation methods which considers few words or sentences are context window and extract features within that window. It is then followed by stop words removal, if any present as features. The stop word free features are then used for clustering purpose.
Bottom up hierarchical agglomerative clustering that uses group average method for finding similarity between clusters is used for clustering. The clustering algorithm at each stage, merges the existing cluster with the most similar cluster present. Hard clustering is followed, since each feature instances belongs to only one cluster. Euclidean distance is used for measuring the similarity between clusters. Since the existing clusters in the first phase is used along with the web page collection, the accuracy of second clustering that includes the actual web 
Experimental results and Discussion
Experiments are conducted for both dataset -I and dataset -II. The performance of the proposed method in comparison with the existing techniques is shown in table 4. The performance of the proposed system is evaluated against noteworthy similar techniques including works that uses two stage clustering [24] , using Lexical, linguistic and personal features [36] , using unsupervised method [16] , using tokens, Named entities, Urls [28] . Along with related works, the performance of the proposed method is compared with baseline clustering algorithms like simple agglomerative clustering and k means clustering using keywords and nouns as features. The performance of these techniques on dataset -I is tabulated in table 4. Agglomerative clustering and simple k-means clustering followed by extracting frequent terms as features performs well. By considering the same related techniques, the experiment is repeated just merely by changing the dataset. The accuracy of the proposed method on dataset -II is shown in the table 5. The proposed methods' purity and inverse purity index values are higher compared to other name disambiguation techniques. Apart from the proposed method, two stage clustering and unsupervised name disambiguation methods performs well on dataset-II.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a semi-supervised two stage clustering based name disambiguation process is proposed that uses rich set of informative features like Nouns, Noun-phrases and Keywords as features from webpages. Using a few web pages of the interested namesake containing ambiguous name as seed pages, the proposed method uses Group average Hierarchical agglomerative clustering to cluster web pages into different namesakes. To find the number of clusters to be formed, well known elbow method is used. The proposed methods' efficiency is validated on synthetic and organic dataset containing ambiguous names along with the other well-known existing methods. Results show that the proposed method outperforms other similar methods in terms of purity, inverse purity and f-score.
Interesting future work includes improving the disambiguation accuracies of place names, organizational names, etc. Usage of disambiguation in information retrieval, information extraction, and question and answering etc will certainly increase the accuracy of these systems. Exploiting Web structure, web usage pattern against that person and social network of that person may provide useful to disambiguate ambiguous personal name. It should also be noted that key words alone cannot distinguish a persons, number of persons are there who are having same name, belonging to same fields residing the same country. Use of potent features will help in disambiguation such ambiguous names. We hope that this work will open more avenue on personal name disambiguation research.
